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Abstract 
The paper presents a parallel direct solver for multi-physics problems. The solver is dedicated for solving problems resulting 
from adaptive Finite Element Method computations. The concept of finite element is actually replaced by the concept of the 
node. The computational mesh consists of several nodes, related to element vertices, edges, faces and interiors. The ordering of 
unknowns in the solver is performed on the level of nodes. The concept of the node can be efficiently utilized in order to 
recognize unknowns that can be eliminated at a given node of the elimination tree. The solver is tested on the exemplary three 
dimensional multi-physics problem involving the computations of the linear acoustics coupled with linear elasticity. The three 
dimensional tetrahedral mesh generation and the solver algorithm are modeled by using graph grammar formalism. The 
execution time and the memory usage of the solver are compared with the MUMPS solver. 
Keywords: parallel computing, multi-frontal solver; multi-physics problems; Finite Element Method; p adaptivity; hypermatrix 
1. Introduction 
The paper focuses on the development of an efficient parallel solver for multi-physics problems solved by using 
the hp adaptive Finite Element Method (hp-FEM) [1, 2]. This is the first step towards the extension of our previous 
two-dimensional version of the solver [3, 4] into higher dimensional problems. Parallel multi-physics problems 
usually generate huge linear systems of equations, which are not well conditioned, and thus, the applicability of 
iterative solvers is typically limited. In addition, iterative solvers typically exhibit lack of robustness (in presence of 
high-contrast materials, elongated elements, etc. [5]). Moreover, iterative solvers may be slower than direct solvers 
when a problem with several right hand sides needs to be solved, as it occurs in the case of goal-oriented adaptivity 
(it is necessary to solve the dual problem [6]) and inverse solvers (when computing the Jacobian and Hessian 
matrices).Thus, the main focus of this research is based on using direct solvers.  
The large size of these problems typically requires the use of parallel direct solvers. The current state-of-the-art 
are the parallel multi-frontal solver, e.g. MUMPS solver ( [7, 8, 9, 10] ). However, the usage of general purpose 
solvers for multi-physics problems solved by adaptive hp-FEM is also limited, since some special domain 
decomposition, ordering of degrees of freedom and re-utilization of partial LU factorizations [11] algorithms must 
be developed. Our preliminary study on the coupled linear elastic-acoustics problems shows that even relatively 
simple three dimensional geometries – concentric spheres – with uniformly growing polynomial order of 
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approximation resulting from the global p refinement procedure requires massive parallel computations. For large p 
computations are out of range for the MUMPS solver, see Table 1.  
Preliminary numerical results clearly show that for this class of multi-scale multi-physics problems it is essential 
to use a special version of the solver that incorporates a specific domain decomposition ordering and a reutilization 
algorithm intended to minimize the memory usage of the solver.  
 
Table 1. Execution of the parallel MUMPS solver over 24,192 finite element mesh on LONESTAR linux cluster (from Texas Advanced 
Computing Center) for the coupled linear elasticity / acoustics problem. The MUMPS solver requires huge amount of memory and it crashes for 
p=5, for any number of processors. 










[MB] / per processor 
Execution time 
p=3 538,123 76,649,280 16 5458-7687  15 minutes 
p=4 1,236,831 250,119,936 64 5245-7810 24 minutes 
p=5 2,313,069 - - - - 
 
2. Multi-frontal parallel direct solver algorithm 
2.1. Overview 
In this section we introduce a new parallel multi-frontal solver interfaced with the FEM code utilizing the domain 
decomposition paradigm. The computational mesh stored by the FEM code is divided into multiple sub-domains. 
Each sub-domain is assigned to a single processor, possibly with multiple cores, allowing for the multi-thread 
execution.  
 
Fig. 1. The elimination tree (left panel) resulting from partition of the computational mesh into sub-domains  
The decision about the partition of the computational mesh into sub-domains can be supported by libraries like 
ZOLTAN [13]. ZOLTAN (as well as other mesh partitioning libraries) allows for the implementation of user 
defined mesh partitioning algorithms. In the numerical experiments presented in this paper we utilize a simple 
domain decomposition algorithm, cutting the three dimensional ball shape domain into slices (compare Figure 1).  
The parallel multi-frontal solver utilizes the elimination tree presented in Figure 1. The leaves of the elimination 
tree are associated with sub-domains resulting from the partition of the computational mesh into multiple sub-
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domains. The leaves of the elimination tree – single sub-domains – are assigned to single processors.  
2.2. Solver algorithm 
system function recursive_solver1(tree_node) 
  system = 0 
// section #1  
// leaf node computes Schur complement of sub-domain internal nodes 
// with respect to sub-domain interface nodes 
  if only 1 proc is assigned to tree_node then 
    system = Schur complement  
      of sub-domain internal nodes  
      with respect to sub-domain interface nodes 
  else 
// section #2  
// other nodes: send/recv contributions between son nodes 
    system = 0 
    do ison for each son_node of tree_node  
      if MYRANK is assigned to node then 
        system_contributions(1) = recursive_solver1(son_node)  
        if MYRANK is n/2+1 on the list of  
          n processors assigned to node then 
          send system_contributions(1) to 1st processor from the list 
        else if MYRANK is 1st processor on the list of  
          n processors assigned to node then 
          receive system_contributions(2)  
            from n/2+1 processor from the list of n processors 
        endif 
      endif 
    enddo  
// section #3 
// eliminate fully assembled nodes  
    create NODE_COMMUNICATOR with processors assigned to tree_node 
    barrier(NODE_COMMUNICATOR) 
    if MYRANK is 1st processor on the list of  
       n processors assigned to node then 
      create system 
      decide which nodes from system_contributions can be eliminated 
    endif 
    system = resulting Schur complement computed from system 
        using all processors from NODE_COMMUNICATOR 
    if MYRANK is 1st processor on the list of  
       n processors assigned to node then 
// section #4 
// store Schur complement at the node 
      store system at tree_node 
    endif 
    delete NODE_COMMUNICATOR 
  endif 
  return system 
end  
 
Several sequential solvers are executed, each one assigned to a leaf – a single sub-domain (see section #1).  
 The solvers compute partial LU factorizations to get the Schur complement of the sub-domain internal unknowns 
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(called degrees of freedom) with respect to the interface degrees of freedom. The LU factorizations are stored at 
nodes of the elimination tree for possible future reutilization (see section #4).  
Having the Schur complements computed, the global interface problem must be solved now. It is done by 
utilizing the mutli-level elimination pattern described in Figure 1. First, Schur complements are joined into pairs, 
being two new contributions to the new system of equations (see section #2). Fully assembled degrees of freedom 
are eliminated, and new Schur complements are obtained (see section #3) with these degrees of freedom that have 
not been eliminated yet. The pattern is repeated until one common interface problem is obtained. Notice that at 
every node of the top elimination tree there are several processors available. Thus, we utilize several processors at 
every tree node to avoid idle processors. This is done by constructing a NODE_COMMUNICATOR involving all 
available processors for the node. 
2.3. Graph grammar model for tetrahedral meshes  
The order of elimination of degrees of freedom over a single sub-domain can be deducted by using the similar 
pattern that has been already applied on the level of sub-domains. In order to do so, we introduce the graph 
representation of the finite element mesh. It is done by using the graph grammar defined in Figure 2. This is an 
extension of the graph grammar already introduced for the two dimensional meshes [12]. The graph grammar 
consists of a set of graph transformations, called graph grammar productions. The sequence of productions starts 
with an initial graph with a single vertex called S. Each production replaces a sub-graph from its left-hand-side with 
a sub-graph from its right-hand-side. The production (Pinit) is the initial transformation that generates a single 
tetrahedral finite element. The generated graph vertices vv, FF, II and In represents a finite element vertex, edge, 
face and interior, respectively. All graph vertices representing a single face are collected as sons of a graph vertex 
FA. All graph vertices representing a single tetrahedral element are collected as sons of a graph vertex TH.  
The production (Padd) generates a new tetrahedral element and merges it to a face of one of already generated 
elements. The production (Pclose) identifies faces of two elements having the same single edge and identical 




Fig. 2. Graph grammar productions responsible for tetrahedral mesh generation 
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2.4. Graph grammar model for the solver execution 
At this point we can introduce the graph grammar productions modeling the solver algorithm, based on the graph 
grammar model already introduced for two dimensional meshes [4]. The graph grammar productions are responsible 
for attributing graph vertices with frontal matrix identifiers and for denoting nodes that have been already 
eliminated.  
The first production (Pelimint) generates a new frontal matrix for an element, and eliminates the element 
interior.  The new frontal matrix is identified by iα  index. The second production (Pelimface) is responsible for 
merging two frontal matrices from two adjacent elements, and eliminating the unknowns associated with the 
common face. The set of graph grammar productions is completed by additional productions which are not 
presented here. These productions are responsible for assembling and elimination of edges and vertices.  
 
 
Fig. 3. Graph grammar productions responsible for elimination of element’s interior and face’s interior 
3. 1umerical results 
3.1. Weak form of linear elasticity coupled with acoustics 
We focus here on numerical simulations of the exemplary challenging multi-physics problem, involving the 
linear elasticity coupled with acoustics [1]. The final variational formulation for the linear elasticity coupled with 
acoustics is the following: We seek for elastic velocity Vuu +∈ D~  and pressure scalar field Vpp D +∈ ~  such that 
( ) ( ) ( ) Vvvvvu ∈∀=+ ,,, eaeee lpbb   (1) 
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( ) ( ) ( ) Vqqlqpbqb aaaea ∈∀=+ ,,,u   (2) 
where  
( ) ( )∫Ω −= e dvuvuEb iisjilkijklee xvu 2,,, ωρ   (3) 
( ) ∫Γ= I, dSvppb nae v   (4) 
( ) ∫Γ−= I  , 2 dSquqb nfea ρωu   (5) 
( ) ( )∫Ω −∇⋅∇= a dqpkqpqpbaa x2,   (6) 
( ) ∫Ω= e dvpl iince xv   (7) 
( ) 0=qla   (8) 
0~ =Du , ( )aD Hp Ω∈ 1~  is a finite energy lift of pressure prescribed on aDΓ , where aΩ  part is occupied by an 
acoustical fluid, eΩ  part is occupied by a linear elastic medium, IΓ  is the interface separating the two sub-domains, 
aDΓ  is the Dirichlet boundary of the acoustic part. The spaces of test functions are defined as 
( ){ }
eDa Γ=Ω∈= ontr:1 0vHvV   (9) 
( ){ }
aDa qHqV Γ=Ω∈= on0tr:1   (10) 
 
Here fρ  is the density of the fluid, sρ  is the density of the solid, ( ) klijjkiljlikijklE δλδδδδδμ ++=  is the tensor 
of elasticities, ω  is the circular frequency, c  denotes the sound speed, ck /ω=  is the acoustic wave number and 
incp  is the incident wave impinging from the top ( )0,0,1−== − ee xkiinc ep . For more details we refer to [2].  
3.2. Problem formulation 
The model presented in this paper is the preliminary step towards the finite element method modeling of the 
acoustics of the human head. The computational domain is defined as a ball filled with tetrahedral finite elements. 
The three dimensional ball shape domain is extended by adding six additional concentric layers of prismatic finite 
elements. The most inner ball represents the tissue, the second layer represents the skull, the third and the fourth 
layers represent the helmet, with cork and steel, and last three layers represent the air with the last layer used to 
truncate the domain by utilizing the Perfectly Matching Layer PML technique [14]. The material constants for the 
domain layers are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.  
It should be emphasized that this is a multi-scale valued problem, with three components of the unknown elastic 
velocity over the elastic domain (tissue, skull, cork and steel), one component of the unknown pressure scalar field 
over the acoustic domain (air with PML) and four unknowns over the interface. Moreover, we utilize the global p 
adaptation technique to increase the accuracy of the solution over the elastic domain, where p stands for the 
polynomial order of approximation utilized over an element edge, face or interior. Thus, the number of unknowns at 
each vertex node is equal to one or three (depending on the acoustic / elasticity domain type), the number of 
unknowns at each edge is p-1 or 3*(p-1) (acoustic / elasticity), the number of unknowns at each face is of the order 
of (p-1)2 or 3*(p-1)2 (acoustic / elasticity) and the number of unknowns at each interior is of the order of (p-1)3 or 
3*(p-1)3 (acoustic / elasticity). Thus the solver algorithm has to deal with different sizes of matrices at different 
nodes of the elimination trees.  
This is one of the motivations for developing the node-based solver. Having the node-based data structure, the 
concept of finite element is actually replaced by the concept of the node. The computational mesh consists of several 
nodes, related to element vertices, edges, faces and interiors. The concept of the node can be efficiently utilized in 
order to recognize degrees of freedom that can be eliminated at a given node of the elimination tree. The node-based 
solver uses the concept of a hypermatrix. The hypermatrix consist of several sub-matrices (called p-blocks) related 
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to particular nodes, with number of degrees of freedom associated with the polynomial order of approximation 
utilized at the node. The nodes will keep the links (in the hash table manner) to the p-blocks related to the nodes. 
The degrees of freedom to be eliminated can be identified by browsing nodes and following the links to the p-
blocks, and by recognizing those p-blocks which have been fully assembled at this point. 
Table 2. Material data for the first numerical problem 
Layers fs ρρ /  E ν  Range 
Tissue  1.0 0.625 0.2 0 < r < 0.7 
Skull 1.0 2.5 0.25 0.7 < r < 0.784 
Cork 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.784 < r < 0.964 
Steel 2.0 5.0 0.3 0.964 < r < 1.0 
Air 1.0 - - 1.0 < r < 2.0 
Table 3. Material data for the second numerical problem 
Layers fs ρρ /  E ν  Range 
Tissue  835.0 30000+2.0 i 0.0000138+0.0000287 i 0 < r < 0.7 
Skull 1.0 2.6 0.3 0.7 < r < 0.784 
Cork 150.0 539.0 0.173 0.784 < r < 0.964 
Steel 6666.7 6000000.0 0.355 0.964 < r < 1.0 
Air 1.0 - - 1.0 < r < 2.0 
3.3. 1umerical experiments 
We have performed three numerical experiments. The goal of the first experiment was to test the convergence of 
the uniform p adaptation algorithm for the problem described in the previous section, but with smooth (not-real) 
material data, summarized in Table 2. In Figure 4, we plot the resulting pressure distribution obtained from the post-
processing from fully three dimensional results over the cross-section of the domain. We compare the results 
obtained for p=2 with the results obtained for p=5. The size of the p=2 mesh was 29,760 finite elements and 
213,999 degrees of freedom. The size of the p=5 mesh was again 29,760 finite elements and 2,313,069 degrees of 
freedom. The problem has been solved on LONESTAR linux cluster [15] with 16 and 64 processors. We can clearly 
see the convergence of the uniform p method.  
 
 
Fig. 4. (left panel ) Real part of the radial component of the displacement field; (right panel) Imaginary part of the radial component of the 
displacement field 
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The goal of the second experiment was to test the stability of the model with real material data, summarized in 
Table 3. We have compared the results obtained for p=2 with the results obtained for p=3, since there is no large 
difference between p=2 and p=3 results, and increasing further the polynomial order of approximation doesn’t seem 
to be necessary here. The size of the p=2 mesh was 29,760 finite elements and 213,999 degrees of freedom. The size 
of the p=3 mesh was again 29,760 finite elements and 538,123 degrees of freedom. In Figure 5, we plot the resulting 
pressure distribution. In this more difficult case we have also obtained the convergence of the uniform p method.  
 
Table 4. Solver execution statistics per 16 sub-domains elimination tree  
Tree node Problem size Number of non zero entries Execution time [s] Memory usage [MB] 
Sub-domain 0  3557 332191  3 87  
Sub-domain 1 3911 372952 3 137 
Sub-domain 2 4416 442464 4 166 
Sub-domain 3 4414 402744 4 152 
Sub-domain 4 3769 345943 3 151 
Sub-domain 5 3382 301744 3 162 
Sub-domain 6 5033 510041 5 301 
Sub-domain 7 4429 444631 4 186 
Sub-domain 8 3956 352765 3 166 
Sub-domain 9 4205 426477 4 161 
Sub-domain 10 4454 475695 5 138 
Sub-domain 11 4043 392659 4 145 
Sub-domain 12 4112 430856 4 120 
Sub-domain 13 3562 279616 3 162 
Sub-domain 14 4372 431209 5 159 
Sub-domain 15 4212 416574 5 140 
Sub-domains 0,1 2910 4667527 4 392 
Sub-domains 2,3 3234 6531273 11 462 
Sub-domains 4,5 3676 5543848 3 379 
Sub-domains 6,7 4496 10012208 19 747 
Sub-domains 8,9 3447 7165240 13 534 
Sub-domains 10,11 3206 6010750 9 444 
Sub-domains 12,13 3318 5749926 6 438 
Sub-domains 14,15 3310 6446964 11 484 
Sub-domains 0,1,2,3 4817 13832607 22 1003 
Sub-domains 4,5,6,7 6147 16623332 52 1327 
Sub-domains 8,9,10,11 4772 15046955 38 984 
Sub-domains 12,13,14,15 5389 15534227 45 1329 
Sub-domains 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 7040 35658739 170 1916 
Sub-domains 9,10,11,12,13,14,15 5389 15534227 45 1329 
Sub-domains 
0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15 
4753 22576729 112 892 
Total   622 11948 
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Fig. 5. (top panels ) Real part of the radial component of the displacement field; (bottom panel) Imaginary part of the radial component of the 
displacement field 
The goal of the third test was to compare the execution time and memory usage of our solver with the MUMPS 
parallel solver. This time the computational mesh with p=2 with 29,760 finite elements with 213,999 degrees of 
freedom has been partitioned into 16 sub-domains. The problem has been solved on a PC with 32 GB of RAM. The 
solver has been executed in a sequential mode. Thus, the cost of communication can be assumed to be zero, since all 
Schur complements were created within the shared memory. The solver has been executed with out-of-core version 
of a sequential MUMPS solver utilized at every tree node, on a single processor. The statistics of the solver 
execution are summarized in Table 4. The total execution time for the LU factorization was 622 seconds. The 
predictive maximum memory usage for our solver is equal to the maximum of memory usages per elimination tree 
nodes, since each Schur complement matrix could be dumped out to disc after processing. Thus, the predictive 
maximum memory usage of our solver is 1916 MB. We call it “predictive” since in the current version the Schur 
complements are not dump-out yet, only the sequential MUMPS solver utilized in every tree node is using the out-
of-core feature.  
These results have been compared with the out-of-core version of the MUMPS solver [10]. The total execution 
time of the out-of-core LU factorization of the MUMPS solver was 2221 seconds, and the maximum memory usage 
of the MUMPS solver was 3998 MB. 
4. Conclusions and Future Work 
We have presented the preliminary promising version of the multi-frontal multi-scale parallel direct solver for 
adaptive FEM. We have prooved the potential of the solver for 2 times less memory usage and 3.5 times faster 
execution time than the MUMPS solver. We intend to improve the solver by implementing our own algorithm 
partitioning each physics part of the domain separately, in order to avoid mixed physics within a single domain. We 
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consider the design and development of a new mesh partitioning and ordering algorithms in order to minimize the 
size and the density of the interface problems. We consider to implement the out-of-core version of the solver with 
reutilization of LU factorizations, based on our previous work [11]. We also consider to make out the mutli-thread 
versions of the solver, for the case when there are several cores available at every processor. We have some 
preliminary results for the multi-thread solver for one and two dimensional finite difference method [16]. 
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